If all of UC were 100 students they would...

Reflect a rich array of backgrounds

Where do our students come from?
82 call California their home

How many transfer from community college?
28 transfer from California Community Colleges

What languages do they speak?
30 speak a language other than English

What are their genders?
• 54 are female
• 45 are male
• 1 nonbinary

What are their ethnic backgrounds?
• 4 are African American
• 33 are Asian
• 24 are Latino
• 22 are white
• 17 are other

Get a great deal on a world-class education

How many have a full ride?
48 have tuition and fees fully covered

How many get financial aid?
63 pay less than full tuition

How many graduate without debt?
52 graduate with no debt

Be part of an opportunity engine

How many are the first in their families to go to college?
41 are first-generation students. The majority will earn more than their parents in 7 years.

How many are from low-income families?
37 come from low-income families. The majority will earn more than their parents in 5 years.
Gain knowledge to make a difference

How many are in student organizations?
61 are involved in a student organization

How many do undergraduate research?
76 participate in undergraduate research

How many do community service?
54 do community service

Proudly accomplish cap and gown

How quickly do freshman graduate?
84 will graduate within 6 years, 68 of them in just 4 years.

How quickly do transfer students graduate?
89 will graduate within 4 years, 57 of them in just 2 years.

Go on to rewarding and productive futures

How many students will stay in California?
83 graduates will stay in California

What sectors will graduates work in?
Alumni are working in important fields:

• 12 in business
• 15 in education
• 7 in government
• 12 in health care
• 3 in hospitality
• 10 in IT
• 5 in legal services
• 8 in manufacturing
• 4 in performing arts
• 9 in retail
• 15 in other

How many earn advanced degrees?
37 will earn graduate or professional degrees:

• 19 master's degrees
• 3 Ph.D. degrees
• 4 MBAs
• 5 law degrees
• 6 medical and health science degrees